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, , $\vec{u}=(u^{r}, u^{\theta}, u^{z})$ . Couette ,u-
$arrow$
, $\vec{\hat{u}}$
. ,p-, $\hat{P}$ . ,u$arrow$ $=+\vec{\hat{u}}-\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ , ,p $=\overline{p}+\hat{p}$
, , $C\vec{u}=(-u^{\theta}, u^{r}, 0)^{T},\vec{E}\vec{u}=(t\iota^{r}, u^{\theta}, 0)^{T}$ . D$\theta$ u$arrow=$ 0
$arrow$
.
$D_{t} \vec{\hat{u}}+(\vec{\hat{u}}\cdot\nabla)\tilde{\hat{u}}-\hat{u}^{\theta}\vec{C}\vec{\hat{u}}+\nu(\triangle\vec{\hat{u}}-\frac{\vec{E}\vec{\hat{u}}}{r^{2}})+\frac{\nabla\hat{p}}{\rho}=\vec{F}$ , (1)
$\frac{D_{r}(r\hat{u}^{r})}{r}+D_{z}\hat{u}^{z}=0$ , (2)
$\vec{F}=(\frac{2\overline{u}^{\theta}\hat{u}^{\theta}}{r}, -(\frac{d\overline{u}^{\theta}}{dr}+\frac{\overline{u}^{\theta}}{r})\hat{u}^{r}, 0)^{T}$ . (3)
, $(\vec{u}\cdot\nabla)=u^{r}D_{r}+u^{z}D_{z},$ $\triangle=(1/r)D_{r}(rD_{r})+D_{z}^{2}$ , , $\rho$ , $\nu$ , .
$H>0$ , $\tilde{\Omega}=\{(r, \theta, z);|z|\leq 2H\}$ ,
$B$ . , $B_{TB}=B_{T}\cup B_{B},$ $B_{T}=\{(r, \theta, z);z=H\}$ ,





$\Omega$ , $\Omega=\{(r, \theta, z);0<z<H\}$ , .
.
$B_{tb}=B_{t}\cup B_{b},$ $B_{t}=\{(r, \theta, z);z=H\},$ $B_{b}=\{(r,\theta, z);z=0\}$ ,
$B_{io}=\{(r,\theta, z)\in\overline{\Omega};r=r_{1}, r=r_{2}\}$ ,
$\partial\Omega=B_{io}\cup B_{tb}$ .
.
$u^{z}=0$ , $on$ $B_{tb}$ , (6)
$\frac{\partial u^{r}}{\partial z}=0$ , $on$ $B_{tb}$ , (7)
$\frac{\partial u^{\theta}}{\partial z}=0$ , $B_{tb}$ , (8 )
$\varphi=\vec{0}_{2}$ $B_{io}$ . (9 )
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. , (A): (1), (2), (6), (7),(8), (9) , ,
$\hat{u}^{r},\hat{u}^{\theta}$ , , $\hat{p}$ $\Omega$ $\tilde{\Omega}$ , $z$
, $(P_{2}):(1),$ (2) $,$ (4) $,$ (5), .




. , (1), (2) .
Mr $=$ $(r_{2}$ $r_{1})/2$ , $\epsilon_{r}=(r_{2}-r_{1})/2$ , (10)
$M_{u}=(r_{1}\Omega_{1}+r_{2}\Omega_{2})/2$ , $\epsilon_{u}\cdot=(r_{1}\Omega_{1}-r_{2}\Omega_{2})/2$ , (11)
$\epsilon_{r}<<Nl_{r}$ , $|\epsilon_{u}|<<M_{u}$ , . , , $T_{l}=\epsilon_{r}/\epsilon_{u},$ $T_{g}=M_{r}/M_{u},$ $R_{l}=\epsilon_{r}\epsilon_{u}/\nu,$ $T_{lg}=$
$T_{l}/T_{g}$ , .
$r=\epsilon_{r}x+M_{r}$ , $z=\alpha\epsilon_{r}y+M_{r}$ , $t=T_{l}\tau$ , (12)
,D $=(-1,1)\cross(-1,1)$ , , $\partial$D $=\Gamma_{IO}\cup\Gamma_{TB},$ $\Gamma_{IO}=\Gamma_{I}\cup F_{O},$ $F_{1}=\{(0, y);|y|\leq$
$1\},$ $\Gamma 0=\{(1, y);|y|\leq 1\}$ , . , , $1:\alpha$ , $($ , $\alpha=H/(r_{2}-$
$r_{1}))$ . , $D_{r}=D_{x}/\epsilon_{r},$ $D_{z}=D_{y}/(\alpha\epsilon_{r}),$ $D_{t}=D_{\tau}/T\iota,$ $\triangle=\epsilon_{r}^{-2}\{\Delta_{\alpha}+\epsilon_{r}D_{x}/r-$
$\epsilon_{r}^{2}\vec{E}/r^{2}\},$ $\nabla_{\alpha}=$ $(D_{x}, 0, Dy/\alpha)^{T},$ $\triangle_{\alpha}=D_{x}^{2}+D_{y}^{2}/\alpha^{2}$ , . , ,
$\vec{\hat{u}}=\epsilon_{u}\varphi$ , $\varphi=(u^{x}, \theta, u^{y})^{T}$,
$\hat{p}=\rho\epsilon_{u}^{2}\pi$ ,
, .
$D_{\tau}\varphi+$ $(\varphi$ . $\nabla_{\alpha})\varphi+\epsilon_{7}.\theta\vec{C}\varphi/r-r_{l}^{1_{(\triangle_{\alpha}\varphi+\epsilon_{r}D_{x}\varphi/r-}}\epsilon_{r}^{2}\vec{E}\varphi/r^{2})+\nabla_{\alpha}\pi=\vec{\mathcal{F}}$ , (13)
$D_{x}u^{x}+D_{y}u^{y}/\alpha=0$ , (14)
$\varphi=\vec{0}$, $\Gamma_{IO}$ , (15)
$u^{y}=0$ , $\Gamma_{TB}$ , (16)
$\frac{\partial u^{x}}{\partial y}=0$ , $\frac{\partial\theta}{\partial y}=0$ , $\Gamma_{TB}$ . (17)
, $\vec{\mathcal{F}}=(2T_{lg}\theta-\{\epsilon_{r}(1+T_{lg})(x+\epsilon_{r}(1-x^{2})/r\}\theta, (1-T_{lg})u^{x}, 0)^{T}$ , . , $\varphi=$
$\varphi^{0}+\epsilon_{r}\varphi^{1}/M_{r}+\cdots,$ $7$ $=\pi^{0}+\epsilon_{r}\pi^{1}/M_{r}+\cdots$ , .
.




, P. Chossat, G. Ioos [4], P. Tabeling [18],
M. Nagata [14], [15] .
5 Taylor




$\varphi=(u^{x}, u^{y})^{T},\mu=2R_{l}^{2}T_{lg}(1-T_{lg})$, . ,
(18),(19) , $\mu$ , , $\phi$ , . , $\theta$
. $\theta$ , $-\triangle$ ( ), $(-\Delta)^{-1}$ .
, $\theta$ .
6
: (20), (21), , (21) .
$\epsilon\tilde{\pi}^{\epsilon}+D_{x}u^{\epsilon x}+D_{y}u^{\epsilon y}/\alpha=0$ , (22)
,
$\varphi^{c}=(u^{\epsilon x}, u^{\epsilon y})^{T}$,
, $(EP)^{\epsilon}$ :








$\frac{\partial u^{x}}{\partial y}=0$ ,
$u^{y}=0$ , $\Gamma_{TB}$ (26)










, $\mu h,\hat{\varphi}_{x}$ .
Friedrichs-Keller ( 1) . , $\hat{G}$
, 2 ,
, $\hat{G}$ $\varphi\hat$x’
$($ EP $)_{M}$ . , .
1 $\mu_{1}$ 12 $\mu_{12}$ ,
. ( $n$ ), $-$












$n=12$ , 12 $\cross 12$ , $\alpha$ $=1.0$ , $\epsilon=$
$10^{-1},10^{-2},$ $\cdots$ , $10^{-7}$ , 1 2
.
$\epsilon$ ,
$e(\epsilon)=|\mu(10\epsilon)-\mu(\epsilon)|$ , $\epsilon=10^{-2},10^{-3},$ $\cdot\cdot$ , $10^{-7}$ (30)
, 2 .
82 1
$\alpha=1.0,$ $\epsilon=10^{-9}$ , $n=2,4,8,16$ ,
1 3 .
$h=2.0/n$ , $n=2,4,8$ (31)









$\epsilon=10^{-9}$ , $\alpha$ 0.5 15 01 1
$n=2,4,6,$ $\cdots,$ $14$ , 4 .
, $\alpha$ , 1 $\mu$ , $n=2,4,6,$ $\cdots,$ $14$
. , ,
$\alpha$ 1.0 . [8] , Pellew
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5: Taylor $(n=16, \epsilon=10^{-9}, \alpha=1.0)$
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6: $(n=16,\epsilon=10^{-9}, \alpha=1.0, r_{1}=3.80cm, r_{2}=4.035cm)$
8.4 Taylor
Taylor $[20],p339.Fig:17$ , , $r_{1}=3.80cm,$ $r_{2}=4.035cm$




2 $R_{l}$ , $c_{\Gamma},$$\circ u\prime\prime,$ $T_{lg}$ , $\Omega_{1}/\nu,$ $\Omega_{2}/\nu$
.
$r_{1}^{3}( \frac{\Omega_{1}}{\nu})^{2}-(r_{2}-r_{1})r_{1}r_{2}(\frac{\Omega_{1}}{\nu})(\frac{\Omega_{2}}{\nu})-r_{2}^{3}(\frac{\Omega_{2}}{\nu})^{2}=\frac{4}{\mu_{\alpha}}\cdot\frac{(r_{1}+r_{2})^{2}}{(r_{2}-r_{1})^{3}}$ (35)
, Taylor , $n=16,$ $\epsilon=10^{-9},$ $\alpha=1.0$ $\mu$h $\mu_{\alpha}$
6 . , $\Omega_{2}/\nu\geq 0$ 1.127509 , Taylor
$[20],p339.Fig:17$, $\Omega_{1}/\Omega_{2}=r_{2}^{2}/r_{1}^{2}=1.130$
. $\mu h$ $n,$ $\epsilon,$ $\alpha$ ,
$\Omega_{1}/\nu$ . , $\Omega_{2}/\nu=0$ $\Omega_{1}/\nu$
7 . Taylor [20],p337,TABLE-X, $\Omega_{2}/\nu=0$
$\Omega$1/ $\nu$ 1915 1910 . ,
187.0 Taylor 2.1%











8.5 1 $\sim 12$






$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $(\varphi 1\sim\varphi 12)$ , $(n=12, \alpha=1.0,\epsilon=10^{-9})$
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